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If April showers bring 
May flowers, what 
does May do? 

 

*Want to be our featured cover artist? Download the Create Along with Polymer clay 
TV app for your phone or tablet and send us a Clayfie! 

!2

PCU May 
2017 

YOUR MONTHLY 
EZINE FROM 

POLYMER CLAY 
UNIVERSE

visit 
www.PolymerClay
Universe.com for 
more to see and 

do!

Cover Art by Deveon Spaeth

More from our featured cover artist Maneesha Saroj 
https://m.facebook.com/Projjwaljewellery/ 

We will just have to wait and find out! 

Our cover artist Maneesha sent us so many 
beautiful photos of her work it was hard to choose 
only a couple to showcase.  

We love to encourage practice and play - it’s what 
our Polymer Clay TV channel has been all about 
since 2007, and it’s what we do in the Polymer 
Clay Tribe. In fact, the motto there is: 

Create * Share * Encourage.  

If you are someone who spends a lot of time 
comparing yourself to others, or feeling afraid to 
share your work for fear that it isn’t good enough- 
STOP! Share. Keep Creating. Practice may not 
make you perfect- but it will make you better if 
you don’t give up and never let fear get in your 
way :) Why not join in our Reader Challenge this 
month? It’s an opportunity to create something 
based on a theme and share it inside a safe 
environment. Read about it inside PCU! 

Yours Creatively, 

Ilysa & Kira
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Slice It Up! 
By: Toni Ransfield 


Now that you’ve made a cane, how do you slice it to use with your project? I recommend using 
Thomas Scientific Blades they are extremely sharp and give you the cleanest slice. 

Here are nine ways you can do it. 

1. The Lucy Slicer: It’s a unique tool for creating 
perfectly thin and clean cuts for polymer clay . User 
friendly tool with moving base and a wide cutting 
window. You do need to assemble it, cost for Full 
size $199.00 for the mini its $99.00.

�  

2. A primitive way to slice canes, which does work by the way and causes very little distortion to round 
canes: 

• Take some scrap clay and roll it into a log. Place it on your acrylic rod and press it on to make a “U” 
shape. As shown in the picture. 

BE SURE TO VISIT THE SITE FOR MORE UPDATES! !3
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• Spray the indentation with water so the cane will not stick to it. 

• Place the cane in it. 

• Using a Sharp blade slice down on the cane. 

BE SURE TO VISIT THE SITE FOR MORE UPDATES! !4
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• Remove the scrap clay and voila you have a slice from the cane!! 

3. If you are going to be slicing square or triangle canes, you can just place the cane on your work 
surface and slice straight down.

4. You can also use the 
Marxit tool, made by Prairie Craft 
Company; price $6.99. Marxit is the 
only ruler designed for Polymer Clay. 
The six sided ruler features raised 
ridges for quick and easy transfer of 
your cutting guidelines. Each side 
feature a different millimeter. How do 
you use it? Press the side you want 
the size of your slices to be and use it 
as a guide with your blade. 

BE SURE TO VISIT THE SITE FOR MORE UPDATES! !5
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5. The PolySlicer Combo is for slicing raw canes and Fimo Nail Art canes. Created by a nail art 
technician.  She had difficulty slicing nail art canes (pre-baked canes).  It has a very sharp blade.  
Cuts round and square canes.  It has the grooves and square shapes for placing your canes in.

6. Lego Slicer, yes, no joking polymer clay people are some of the most ingenious people out there. 
Saving money and using their child’s Lego toys to make a cane slicer!!

BE SURE TO VISIT THE SITE FOR MORE UPDATES! !6

   photo courtesy of: Jean Morgan
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7.  A very sharp cheese slicer!!!  Used like a 
Lucy Slicer.  Place the cane on the flat 
surface, like the cheese in this picture, using 
the handle pull down and slice through your 
cane.  I have never used one, but it seems to 
work for Mona Braza who says “Perfect and 
the same thickness every time.” 

8.  The Simple Slicer was designed by Lee Ann Armstrong, a polymer clay artist.  It takes even slices 
of canes and slabs.  You will need to use a peeler to do the slabs with it the sharper the better.  The 
cost is $60.00 without the peeler and with the peeler it is $85.00 and can be purchased on Etsy.

BE SURE TO VISIT THE SITE FOR MORE UPDATES! !7
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9. The last and final one that I personally use is slicing it by hand. Place the cane in one hand and the 
tissue blade in the other. Slicing horizontally towards your thumb. This can be dangerous at first to 
learn, so you don’t cut yourself. Definitely takes a lot of practice. I find I get the thinness slices this 
way. Be careful and good luck!! 

Visit Toni Ransfield to learn more about her artwork here:  

http://www.exclusivedesignz.com/
�  

BE SURE TO VISIT THE SITE FOR MORE UPDATES! !8
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TABOR’S TIPS

Spring Has Sprung!
Design Some Tropical, Fringy-Fun Earrings!

I’m so inspired by all the gorgeous weather here in Charleston and I couldn’t wait to put together 
some brightly colored earrings. Fringe is a hot trend and I’m seeing it continue throughout the 
Summer. Whether it’s on bags, shoes, and even hanging from cute Summer dresses, fringe is IN!
I put together a very tropical and fresh color combination for you this month and I hope you’ll love 
making them as much as you love wearing them. Just follow these simple instructions and you’ll be 
ready for the hottest trend in no time!

1. Gather tools. I used Staz On Inks in 
3 tropical colors. A lump of white clay. 2
fringe tassels. 4 silver jump rings. 1 
pair silver ear wires. X-acto knife. 
Small clear flower stamp and glass 
plate. Small circle cutter. Jewelry pliers 
just in case.




2. Run clay through pasta machine on
thickest setting. Trim into a square. Grab
stamp and be sure it’s secure on glass or 
acrylic block plate.

BE SURE TO VISIT THE SITE FOR MORE UPDATES! !9
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3. Grab darkest ink and cover your flower stamp.

4. Press 2 flower stamps into your square of clay.




5. Use your small circle cutter and cut out your flowers.

6. Cute little circles!




BE SURE TO VISIT THE SITE FOR MORE UPDATES! !10
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7. Run excess clay through pasta machine
on 3 thickest setting. Lay stamped circles
on top and use circle cutter to cut over.
This creates a slightly thicker bead so we
can add our jump rings.

8. Grab your 2 other tropical colored inks and be sure the edges of your circle beads are nice and 
smooth.

9. Dab the inks onto your clay circles, coloring one half and then the other in opposite colors.

10. Color the edges too.



BE SURE TO VISIT THE SITE FOR MORE UPDATES! !11
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11. Grab 4 jump rings.

12. Use the x-acto knife to cut slits in edges of circle and insert rings. Lightly squeeze to close around 
the rings. You’ll add a ring in the top and a ring in the bottom.

    
    

13. This is how the rings should look.

14. Add your tassels and ear wires to the
top and 
bottom 
loops and 
VOILA!




Visit Shannon and 
see her work and 
tutorials here:  

www.CharlestonClayJewelry.com  

BE SURE TO VISIT THE SITE FOR MORE UPDATES! !12
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The Blue Bottle that Holds Magic! 
Written by Syndee Holt


If you mention a blue bottle to any polymer clay artist – they will almost immediately say, “Blue 
Bottle Tree?” Ginger Davis Allman’s blog, called the Blue Bottle Tree, is one of the best sources for 
information on polymer clays on the internet. On her blog, Ginger writes that her grandmother’s 
cobalt blue vase “held 
magic for me”. Of 
course, many of us think 
the same thing about her 
blog – the magic that is 
knowledge from hours 
and hours of her 
research. And YES, she 
has not one, but three 
blue bottle trees – this 
one is my favorite that 
her father made for her.

So the way I normally do 
these interviews is that I 
send a short list of 
questions to my 
interview subjects and 
then I call them to chat and talk about the questions. It didn’t surprise me AT ALL that Ginger 
filled her question list out and sent it back to me as a PDF. So here are my questions and her 
answers – because Ginger writes exactly how she speaks (like me) and if you know her, you can 
hear her voice in every answer.

So Ginger, what general location do you live in?
“I live smack in the middle of the US in an area called the Ozarks. I live in a mid-sized city named
Springfield.”

How did you get into clay?
“Way back in 2001, as I was dragging small children through Michaels looking for interesting 
projects to escape into, I bought a little Sculpey kit for my son. He was not interested. But I was. 
As soon as I found out that you could make beads, I was in heaven. It just exploded from there.”

What was one of your most memorable clay project? Do you remember your first clay project?
“I made a bracelet with these neat mosaic beads and Bali silver spacers. I had it for years (hmm…
where is it now?) I think my most memorable project was a terribly ugly vase that I made by 
covering glass with lumpy layers of mokume gane made with translucent orange and gold leaf. It 
really was ugly, but I gave it to my cousin for a housewarming gift anyway. The look of polite 
horror on her face was memorable.”

BE SURE TO VISIT THE SITE FOR MORE UPDATES! !13
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What are three of your (current) favorite tools that you can’t live without?
“I do everything with an X-acto knife and feel lost without it! I love my 6” very old and dull semi-
stiff blades. And a travel size spray bottle of isopropyl alcohol.”

What are you doing differently today than you did when first starting out?
“I pay much closer attention to the details. I used to be in such a hurry to see what I made that I 
took lots of shortcuts, figuring I’d do it better the next time or finish it later. But that doesn’t 
happen and you just end up with junk. So now I take care to smooth seams, round the edges, 
remove smudges, and bake in multiple steps to prevent distortion from handling. Also, I make 
sure my oven is the correct temperature and don’t under bake.”

What do you see happening in your corner of the polymer clay world in the next 5 to 10 years?
“Because of the internet, we no longer are limited to finding a local teacher to learn from or guild 
to grow with. And I think the internet will continue to change things. We now have access to 
other people around the world and we can share our projects, our triumphs, even our frustrations. 
I think this will allow us to learn from each other and grow as we are exposed to new styles and 
new ways of using this fantastic medium.” Later in our (rather raucous phone call), “I’d like to see 
a guild of polymer clay teachers.”  Interesting idea!

How many hours/week do you work on clay? Briefly describe your work location.
“I am a little different in that I’m not a working artist who sells their work. My business revolves 
around writing about this wonderful medium and teaching people how to understand it and use it 
in new ways. I’m typically working on clay-related tasks 12 hours a day, 6 days a week, whether it’s 
developing new workshops and tutorials, doing website and tech work, researching and writing 
articles, or helping customers. I do have a small (9x9) dedicated studio, stuffed to the gills, and I 
typically do my writing (surrounded by cats) in various places around the house and outside on my 
deck when the weather behaves itself.”

So tell me about the blog.
“I’ve been writing it for 5 years. I like to have a schedule but life doesn’t work that way. And things 
always take 10 times longer than I think it will take. Experience is a great teacher.”

What do you love to do in your free time?
“I love to spend time with my three grown kids (23, 21, 18) and of course my husband, Gary. Four 
of the five of us love to hike, so we sneak away into our local Ozark hills as often as we can. There 
are some seriously rugged hills here! I prefer to overnight hike, but it’s hard coordinating 
schedules, weather, and workloads.”

If polymer clay were non-existent, what art do you think you would be doing?
“Oh gosh, there isn’t anything else that has the color and texture possibilities! I have always been 
drawn to mosaic and fabric collage, so I suspect that’s where I’d end up. But really...I’d MAKE clay 
happen, somehow!” (Author’s note: Well, she is a molecular biologist by previous profession, so 
she probably could have invented polymer clay if it hadn’t already existed!)

BE SURE TO VISIT THE SITE FOR MORE UPDATES! !14
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Best advice ever received? (clay or just plain life) Advice for someone just starting in polymer clay?
“Probably that we regret the things we don’t do more than we regret the things we do. And that 
works for clay, too. Try everything. It’s so easy to be afraid to screw something up or waste clay or 
time. But don’t let the fear keep you small. Experiment. Make samples. Do tests. Try variations. 
Try again! Yes, you’re going to fail in half of it. But the things that don’t fail….succeed!”

Tell us something that most people don’t know about you.
“I grew up on a pig farm. Yes, my parents escaped from the “rat-race” and moved to a VERY rural 
area when I was nine. I was horrified when they started raising pigs. But when the first litter was 
born, I was converted. There is nothing so cute as a baby pig!”

As you can see, Ginger made this column easy for me – 
but it was hard to pick just one title for it because she 
uses language to paint such colorful pictures for us. 
What about a title of “The Look of Polite Horror”? or 
“Don’t Let Fear Keep You Small?”, “The Things That 
Don’t Fail” or my absolute favorite, “Try Everything”. 
We are fortunate that Ginger lives that philosophy and 
shares her experience with us all on her blog. Now quit 
reading this and go read her blog: 
https://thebluebottletree.com

 

Visit Syndee Holt for more fun stuff 
here at her blog:   https://
synssculpeyblog.wordpress.com/  

BE SURE TO VISIT THE SITE FOR MORE UPDATES! !15
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The Polymer Chef 

Popcorn Pearls 

by Suzanne Ivester 

BE SURE TO VISIT THE SITE FOR MORE UPDATES! !16
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Popcorn Pearls 
I call this recipe “popcorn pearls” because the texture reminds me of those tasty, crunchy popped 
kernels, but it doesn’t actually include any popcorn. Instead it’s made of Israeli couscous (also called 
pearl couscous), a type of toasted pasta made from semolina or wheat flour and shaped like rice grains 
or little balls. In Israel it’s known as ptitim, Hebrew for “flakes.” It was developed in there in the 1950s 
as a replacement for rice, which was scarce at the time. Israeli couscous is readily available in food 
stores in the United States and Europe. 

This simple recipe has lots of potential variations. It’s a little unusual for the Polymer Chef because it’s 
an “add-on” recipe rather than a “mix-in” one. This somewhat limits what you can make with it. It’s 
great for pendants, pins, earrings, sculptures, and many home decor projects. But it would be difficult 
to make beads in the traditional shapes, and the couscous may be too fragile for anything that takes a 
beating, like a cuff bracelet. 

Ingredients 

1/2 package (1 oz.) black Premo polymer clay (or another color if you prefer) 
1 T Israeli couscous 
Translucent Liquid Sculpey 
1/2 tsp. Pearl Ex powdered pigments, Pearl White 
1/4 tsp. gold glitter 
Optional: Gold charm, Sculpey Bake & Bond, thin gold wire, glass bead 

Instructions 

1.  Place couscous and about 1/2 tsp. liquid Sculpey in a disposable cup.  Stir with a toothpick until the 
little balls are coated.  Add more liquid Sculpey if necessary.   

2. Stir in the Pearl Ex and glitter. If you want a shinier look, you can add more of either. 

3. Roll out a thick sheet of your base color of clay. Cut out the shape you’d like your pendant or bead to 
be. 

4. Place a layer of the treated couscous all over the surface of the clay shape. Press it down firmly. If 
it’s too gooey and sticks to your fingers, cover the piece with plastic wrap and then press down. 

5. To add more depth, you can squirt a bit more TLS on top of the first layer of couscous and 
add another layer on top. Continue until you like the rounded shape. 

6. If you want to add an charm, as I have, press it into the piled-up couscous, then remove it. 
Squirt some Bake & Bond into the cavity left by the charm, and then replace it. Be sure the top 
ring of the charm is above the edge of the pendant for attachment to a chain. I attached the black  

BE SURE TO VISIT THE SITE FOR MORE UPDATES! !17
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bead by putting a piece of wire through it, twisting the ends of the wire and sticking them into a 
dab of Bake & Bond.  

7. Before baking, dab a bit more Pearl Ex powder to the surface of the couscous balls, because 
some may have worn off by handling. 

8. You shouldn’t need to use any sealer, because the liquid clay will have fused the powder and 
glitter to the couscous. 

Variations 
Experiment with using different colors of clay backing: gold would be elegant, fuchsia would be 
very girly. You could also change the color of the Pearl Ex or the glitter and achieve completely 
different effects. 

 

Visit Suzanne, The Polymer Chef, today for more fun stuff: 
http://thepolymerchef.blogspot.com/ 

BE SURE TO VISIT THE SITE FOR MORE UPDATES! !18


